The Georgi-Machacek model adds scalar triplets to the Standard Model Higgs sector in such a way as to preserve custodial SU(2) symmetry in the scalar potential. This allows the triplets to have a nonnegligible vacuum expectation value while satisfying constraints from the ρ parameter. Depending on the parameters, the 125 GeV neutral Higgs particle can have couplings to W W and ZZ larger than in the Standard Model due to mixing with the triplets. The model also contains singly-and doubly-charged Higgs particles that couple to vector boson pairs at tree level (W Z and like-sign W W , respectively).
Introduction
The Georgi-Machacek (GM) model [1, 2] is an extension of the Standard Model (SM) Higgs sector containing additional scalars in the triplet representation of SU(2) L . The particle content is such that an additional global SU(2) R symmetry can be imposed by hand on the scalar potential. This ensures that the custodial SU(2) symmetry, which fixes ρ ≡ M 2 W /M 2 Z cos 2 θ W = 1 at tree level in the SM, is preserved after electroweak symmetry breaking.
Without the stringent constraint from the ρ parameter, the vacuum expectation value (vev) of the triplets can be large, leading to interesting phenomenology. In particular, depending on the parameters, the 125 GeV neutral Higgs particle can have couplings to W W and ZZ larger than in the SM due to mixing with the triplets. The model also contains singly-and doubly-charged Higgs particles that couple to vector boson pairs at tree level, leading to H → W + W + signatures. Such an H + W − Z coupling is absent at tree level in two Higgs doublet models (2HDMs), and the H ++ W − W − coupling is severely suppressed in triplet models without custodial symmetry in which the triplet vev is forced to be very small by the experimental constraint from the ρ parameter.
This manual describes the FORTRAN code GMCALC. Given a set of model parameters, GMCALC calculates the mass spectrum and relevant mixing angles in the scalar sector, as well as the tree-level couplings of the scalars. It also checks that theoretical constraints from perturbative unitarity of the quartic scalar couplings, bounded-from-belowness of the scalar potential, and the absence of deeper custodialsymmetry-breaking minima are satisfied. The code also checks consistency of the parameter point with indirect experimental constraints from the S parameter, b → sγ, and B 0 s → µ + µ − . Finally, it computes the branching ratios and total widths of the scalars. Most of the code is based on our work in Refs. [3, 4] .
GMCALC includes a routine to generate a param card.dat file for MadGraph5 to be used with the corresponding FeynRules model implementation. The FeynRules implementation for the Georgi-Machacek model can be downloaded from the model database at http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be.
This manual is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we give a brief description of the GM model and set our notation. In Sec. 3 we review the theoretical constraints and their implementation. In Sec. 4 we describe the indirect experimental constraints that are implemented in the code. In Sec. 5 we summarize the computation of the decay partial widths of the scalars and specify the approximations made in the code. Finally in Sec. 6 we give instructions for using the GMCALC code.
Georgi-Machacek model 2.1 Scalar potential
The scalar sector of the Georgi-Machacek model consists of the usual complex doublet (φ + , φ 0 ) with hypercharge 1 Y = 1, a real triplet (ξ + , ξ 0 , ξ − ) with Y = 0, and a complex triplet (χ ++ , χ + , χ 0 ) with Y = 2. The doublet is responsible for the fermion masses as in the SM. In order to make the global SU(2) L ×SU(2) R symmetry explicit, we write the doublet in the form of a bi-doublet Φ and combine the triplets to form a bi-triplet X:
The vevs are defined by Φ = v φ √ 2 1 2×2 and X = v χ 1 3×3 , where the Fermi constant constrains
1 We use
Note that the two triplet fields χ 0 and ξ 0 must obtain the same vev in order to preserve custodial SU(2). Furthermore we will decompose the neutral fields into real and imaginary parts according to
where we note that ξ 0 is already a real field. Using the notation of Ref. [3] , the most general gauge-invariant scalar potential involving these fields that conserves custodial SU(2) is given by
(A translation table to other notations used in the literature is given in the appendix of Ref. [3] .) Here the SU(2) generators for the doublet representation are τ a = σ a /2 with σ a being the Pauli matrices, the generators for the triplet representation are
and the matrix U , which rotates X into the Cartesian basis, is given by
We note that all the operators in Eq. (5) are manifestly Hermitian, so that the parameters in the scalar potential must all be real. Explicit CP violation is thus not possible in the Georgi-Machacek model.
Electroweak symmetry breaking and physical spectrum
Minimizing the scalar potential yields the following constraints:
Inserting The physical field content is as follows. The Goldstone bosons are given by
where
The physical fields can be organized by their transformation properties under the custodial SU(2) symmetry into a fiveplet, a triplet, and two singlets. The fiveplet and triplet states are given by
Within each custodial multiplet, the masses are degenerate at tree level. Using Eqs. (8-9) to eliminate µ 2 2 and µ 2 3 , the fiveplet and triplet masses can be written as
Note that the ratio M 1 /v χ is finite in the limit v χ → 0, as can be seen from Eq. (9) which yields
The two custodial SU(2) singlets are given in the gauge basis by
These states mix by an angle α to form the two custodial-singlet mass eigenstates h and H, defined such that m h < m H :
The mixing is controlled by the 2 × 2 mass-squared matrix
The mixing angle is fixed by
and is chosen to be in the range α ∈ (−π/2, π/2], so that cos α ≥ 0. The masses are given by
It is convenient to use the measured mass of the observed SM-like Higgs boson as an input parameter. The coupling λ 1 can be eliminated in favor of this mass by inverting Eq. (20):
Note that in deriving this expression for λ 1 , the distinction between m h and m H is lost. This means that, depending on the values of µ 2 3 and the other parameters, this (unique) solution for λ 1 will correspond to either the lighter or the heavier custodial singlet having a mass equal to the observed SM-like Higgs mass.
Yukawa sector
Fermion masses are generated through couplings to the complex doublet φ ≡ (φ + , φ 0 ) in the same was as in the SM. We neglect neutrino masses. The relevant Lagrangian terms are
where i, j run over the three generations andφ ≡ iσ 2 φ * . The custodial singlets and triplet contain an admixture of φ, and so couple to fermions. The custodial fiveplet states do not couple to fermions. The Feynman rules for neutral scalars coupling to fermion pairs are given as follows:
Here f denotes any charged fermion, u stands for any up-type quark, and d stands for any down-type quark or charged lepton. The Feynman rules for the vertices involving a charged scalar and two fermions are given as follows, with all particles incoming:
Here V ud is the appropriate element of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix and the projection operators are defined as P R,L = (1 ± γ 5 )/2.
3 Theoretical constraints
Tree-level unitarity
We implement the conditions for unitarity of tree-level 2 → 2 scalar particle scattering amplitudes computed in Refs. [5, 3] . These were computed by imposing |Re a 0 | < 1/2 on the eigenvalues of the zeroth partial wave amplitude coupled-channel matrix, and read
3.2 Bounded-from-below requirement on the potential
We implement the conditions that ensure the scalar potential is bounded from below as computed in Ref. [3] . They read as follows:
The last two conditions for λ 2 in Eq. (26) must be satisfied for all values of ζ ∈ 1 3 , 1 . We implement this through a 1000-point scan over ζ in the specified range.
Absence of deeper custodial symmetry-breaking minima
Finally, we implement a check that the scalar potential possesses no custodial symmetry-breaking minima that are deeper than the desired custodial symmetry-preserving minimum, following the procedure described in Ref. [3] . We write the scalar potential as
where a 2 = Tr(Φ † Φ) and b 2 = Tr(X † X) and the dimensionless coefficients ζ, ω, σ, and ρ vary with varying triplet field configurations. The minimum of V is always traced out by the path [3] 
with θ ∈ [0, 2π). Our desired electroweak-breaking and custodial SU(2)-preserving vacuum corresponds
is also acceptable; it corresponds to negative b. The depths of these vacua are determined by applying the minimization conditions and solving the resulting cubic and quadratic equations to determine the values of a and b that minimize the potential, then evaluating V at this minimum. This procedure is then repeated for other values of θ [corresponding to vacua that spontaneously break custodial SU(2)] using a 1000-point scan over θ ∈ [0, 2π). Parameter points fail this check if any vacuum solution exists in which V is lower than the value in the desired vacuum.
Indirect experimental constraints
Indirect constraints from the S parameter, b → sγ, and B 0 s → µ + µ − are implemented in the code. A detailed physics description is given in Ref. [4] . Currently the constraint from b → sγ is stronger than that from B 0 s → µ + µ − , but that may change in the next several years as more data is collected at the CERN Large Hadron Collider.
S parameter
When the new physics is not light compared to M Z , the S parameter can be written in terms of the derivatives Π ′ (0) ≡ dΠ(p 2 )/dp 2 | p 2 =0 of the gauge boson self-energies as
The new physics contribution in the GM model, relative to the SM for a reference Higgs mass
For numerical stability we use an expansion in ǫ ≡ 
The couplings that appear in Eq. (32) are given by [3] 
and the SM coupling g SM ZZh is given by g
We use s α ≡ sin α, c α ≡ cos α, and similarly for the sine and cosine of the weak mixing angle. For a reference SM Higgs mass of m SM h = 125 GeV and setting U = 0, the global electroweak fit yields [6] S exp = 0.06 ± 0.09,
with a correlation ρ ST = +0.91. These values (MHREF, SEXP, DSEXP, TEXP, DTEXP, and RHOST, respectively) are hard-coded in the subroutine INITINDIR in /src/gmindir.f. We compute the χ 2 according to
where ∆S exp and ∆T exp are the 1σ experimental uncertainties. It is well known that the one-loop calculation of the T parameter in the GM model yields a divergent result due to the explicit breaking of the custodial symmetry by hypercharge gauge interactions [7] . In a proper treatment T acquires a counterterm, which must be set, e.g., by specifying the energy scale at which the custodial symmetry in the scalar potential is exact. Here we take the conservative approach of marginalizing over T , which amounts to setting
We set the flag SPAROK = 1 if the GM prediction for the S parameter yields χ 2 ≤ 4, and SPAROK = 0 otherwise.
b → sγ
The current world average experimental measurement of BR(B → X s γ), for a photon energy E γ > 1.6 GeV, is [8] BR(B → X s γ) exp = (3.55 ± 0.24 ± 0.09) × 10 −4 .
To evaluate the constraint from this observable, we calculated the GM model predictions for a grid of (m 3 , v χ ) values by adapting the implementation for the Type-I 2HDM in the code SuperIso v3.3 [9] (which makes use of the code 2HDMC v1.6.4 [10] ). Our choice of input parameters yields a prediction in the limit
where the theoretical uncertainty is taken from Ref. [11] . We scale the theoretical uncertainty by the ratio BR(B → X s γ) GM /BR(B → X s γ) SM limit before combining it in quadrature with the experimental uncertainties.
The two data files /src/bsgtight.data and /src/bsgloose.data contain two sets of points (m 3 , v χ ) corresponding to the contour at which BR(B → X s γ) GM = 2.88 × 10 −4 ("tight" constraint) and 2.48 × 10 −4 ("loose" constraint), respectively. These correspond to a 2σ deviation from the experimental central value ("tight") and a value 2σ "worse" than the SM prediction ("loose"). For further explanation, see Ref. [4] .
We set the flag BSGAMTIGHTOK = 1 if the GM prediction for BR(B → X s γ) satisfies the "tight" 2σ constraint, and BSGAMTIGHTOK = 0 otherwise. Similarly, we set the flag BSGAMLOOSEOK = 1 if the GM prediction for BR(B → X s γ) satisfies the "loose" 2σ constraint, and BSGAMLOOSEOK = 0 otherwise.
B
The time-averaged branching ratio for B 0 s → µ + µ − , normalized to its Standard Model value, is given to an excellent approximation by the ratio of Z-penguin contributions [4, 12] 
where [ 
2 For numerical stability we use an expansion in δ ≡ x t3 −1 when x t3 ≃ 1 to within a part in 10 −4 ,
The corresponding SM prediction and its uncertainty are [12] BR(B
We calculate the prediction in the GM model by scaling this prediction and its uncertainty by RBSMM. The current world average experimental value (from CMS and LHCb) is [13]
The experimental central value (BMMEXP) and its uncertainty (DBMMEXP) are hard-coded in the subroutine INITINDIR in /src/gmindir.f. Combining the theoretical and experimental uncertainties in quadrature, this measured value is about 1σ below the SM prediction. The GM prediction is always higher than the SM prediction (in worse agreement with experiment) and depends only on the parameters m 3 and tan θ H .
We set the flag BSMMOK = 1 if the GM prediction for BR(B 0 s → µ + µ − ) is within 2σ of the experimental value, and BSMMOK = 0 otherwise.
Decays
Starting from the tree-level masses and couplings, the code calculates the decay widths of the Higgs bosons into various final states. At tree level the Higgs bosons can decay into pairs of fermions, pairs of massive gauge bosons, a gauge boson and a lighter Higgs boson, and two lighter Higgs bosons. Decays of the neutral Higgs bosons into gg, γγ, and Zγ are induced at one loop.
H → ff

′
The custodial singlet states h and H and the custodial triplet states H 0 3 and H ± 3 can decay to pairs of fermions. The custodial fiveplet states do not couple to fermions.
The Feynman rule for a scalar coupling to ff ′ is parameterized as i(g S + g P γ 5 ), where g S is the scalar part and g P is the pseudoscalar part. g S and g P can be simultaneously nonzero only for charged Higgs couplings to fermions.
The decay width to fermions is given by (the number of colors N c = 3 for quarks and 1 for leptons)
, and the kinematic function λ is given by
For scalar decays to quarks, we incorporate the QCD corrections as follows. First, we incorporate the leading QCD corrections by replacing m q → m q (M H ) in the Yukawa couplings g S and g P , where m q (M H ) is the MS running quark mass evaluated at the scale of the parent Higgs particle's mass. We compute the running quark masses using [14] (1 + 1.175x + 1.501x
The running strong coupling constant is computed using [14] 
We implement matching at the bottom quark threshold by requiring continuity of α s . Above the top threshold we continue to use the five-flavor scheme for consistency with HDECAY [15] . Second, for decays of neutral CP-even scalars to bb or cc we incorporate the finite QCD corrections by multiplying the partial width given above by the factor [14] [
The relevant SM inputs to GMCALC are
The values are set in INITIALIZE SM in /src/gminit.f. The b and c quark pole masses, and the running top quark mass, are obtained using the O(α s ) relation [14] The Feynman rule for a scalar coupling to massive vector bosons V µ 1 V ν 2 is parameterized as ig HV 1 V 2 g µν . The on-shell two-body decay width into two massive vector bosons is given by
/m 2 H , and S V is a symmetry factor given by S V = 1 if V 1 and V 2 are distinct bosons (e.g., W + W − or ZW + ) and S V = 1/2 if V 1 and V 2 are identical bosons (e.g., ZZ or
We also implement decays of h, H, H 0 5 , and H
++ 5
to W W * and ZZ * (with one of the two gauge bosons off-shell) when the scalar mass is below threshold for the on-shell two-body decay. We have not yet implemented the singly off-shell decay Γ(H + 5 → W + Z * + W + * Z). Following Ref. [16] , for decays to two vector bosons with the same mass M V ,
where 
We have not taken into account the interference effects in same-flavor decays due to crossed diagrams.
H 1 → V H 2
The custodial singlet states h and H can decay to a vector boson plus a custodial triplet scalar. 3 We absorb the factor of c 4 W that appears in the denominator of δZ in Eq. (36) of Ref. [16] into the coupling |gHZZ| 2 . We also separate out a symmetry factor of 2 from δW for later convenience when implementing singly-offshell H1 → V * H2 decays.
The on-shell two-body decay width into one vector and one lighter scalar is given by 
For the fermion loops, N cf and Q f are the number of colors and electric charge in units of e, respectively, for fermion f , and κ S f is the scaling factor for the coupling of S to fermions relative to the corresponding coupling of the SM Higgs boson, defined in such a way that the Feynman rule for the Sff coupling is −i(m f /v)κ S f . The custodial fiveplet does not couple to fermions, so κ
W is the scaling factor for the coupling of S to W pairs relative to the corresponding coupling of the SM Higgs boson, defined so that the
The coupling g Sss * is defined in such a way that the corresponding interaction Lagrangian term is L ⊃ −g Sss * Sss * .
The loop factors are given in terms of the usual functions [18] ,
3 ), the amplitude receives contributions only from fermions in the loop, and is given by
where the Feynman rule for the Aff coupling is defined as −(m f /v)κ A f γ 5 and the loop function is
H → gg
Neutral scalar decays to two gluons proceed through a loop of colored particles. In the GM model, the only colored particles are the SM quarks. Therefore this decay occurs only for h, H, and H 0 3 (the custodial fiveplet does not couple to fermions).
The width is given by [18] 
where A gg H represents the sum of the loop amplitudes for initial particle H. For an initial scalar (S = h or H), the amplitude is
For an initial pseudoscalar (A = H 0 3 ), the amplitude is
We incorporate the QCD corrections as follows. First, we evaluate α s in the leading-order amplitude at the scale of the parent particle's mass. Second, for the decays of CP-even neutral scalars, we multiply the leading order amplitude by the factor [14] 1
and we use N f = 5 throughout, consistent with NF-GG = 5 in HDECAY [15] .
H → Zγ
Neutral scalar decays to Z plus a photon proceed through a loop of charged particles. The width is given by [18] Γ
where A Zγ H represents the sum of the loop amplitudes for initial particle H. For an initial scalar (S = h, H, or H 0 5 ), the amplitude is 4
where the contributions from fermions, W bosons, and scalars are given by [18] 
Here T 3L f = ±1/2 is the third component of isospin for the left-handed fermion f . The scalar amplitude depends on the coupling C Zss * ≡ g Zss * /e of the scalar to the Z boson, defined in such a way that the corresponding coupling of the scalar to the photon is C γss * ≡ g γss * /e = Q s .
The loop factors are given in terms of the functions [18]
where the function f (τ ) was given in Eq. (68) and
with η ± defined as for f (τ ). The arguments of the functions are τ i ≡ 4m 2 i /m 2 h as before and For an initial pseudoscalar (A = H 0 3 ), the amplitude is
6 Using the GMCALC program
The GMCALC code package is available for download as a .tar.gz file from the web page http://people.physics.carleton.ca/∼logan/gmcalc/ The package includes this manual. Feature requests and bug reports should be sent to Heather Logan at logan@physics.carleton.ca .
Sample main programs provided with the code
Three sample main programs are provided with the code. These can be used as-is, or as templates for the user to write their own programs. The command $ make sample compiles the program sample.f into an executable sample.x using gfortran. The executable is run using
The sample programs are as follows:
• gmpoint.f performs the full set of available calculations for a single parameter point and outputs the spectrum, couplings, and decay tables to the terminal.
• gmscan.f performs a scan over the allowed parameter ranges using the approach described in Sec. 6.6. For each scan point allowed by theoretical and indirect experimental constraints, it writes a selection of observables to a file scan output.data.
• gmmg5.f generates a param card.dat file for use with the FeynRules model implementation.
Setting the model parameters
There are currently three choices of input parameters implemented in GMCALC:
• INPUTSET = 1 uses the primary inputs µ 2 3 , λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 , λ 5 , M 1 , and M 2 . The parameter µ 2 2 is set using the constraint on v 2 φ + 8v 2 χ in terms of G F .
• INPUTSET = 2 uses the primary inputs µ 2 3 , m h , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 , λ 5 , M 1 , and M 2 . The parameter µ 2 2 is again set using the constraint on v 2 φ + 8v 2 χ in terms of G F .
• INPUTSET = 3 uses the primary inputs m h , m H , m 3 , m 5 , sin θ H , sin α, M 1 , and M 2 . G F is also used to set µ 2 2 .
These inputs can be hand-coded in the sample programs (indicated by INPUTMODE = 0). Alternatively, the program can be run in interactive mode (INPUTMODE = 1) in which case the user will be prompted to enter the inputs at the terminal. In either case, the subroutine LOAD INPUTS processes the inputs and computes the remaining potential parameters. LOAD INPUTS sets a flag INPUTOK = 1 if the specified inputs yield an acceptable scalar potential.
Checking consistency and computing the spectrum
Before computing the physical spectrum, the scalar potential should be checked for consistency with theoretical constraints. This is accomplished by the subroutine THYCHECK, which returns three flags: UNIOK = 1 indicates that the perturbative unitarity constraints on λ 1−5 are satisfied; BFBOK = 1 indicates that the scalar potential is bounded from below; and MINOK = 1 indicates that the desired electroweak-breaking vacuum is the global minimum of the potential. The physical masses, vevs, and custodial-singlet mixing angle α can then be computed by the subroutine CALCPHYS. Results are passed via the common block COMMON/PHYSPARAMS/MHL,MHH,MH3,MH5,ALPHA,VPHI,VCHI.
They can be accessed directly by adding this common block declaration in one of the sample programs; alternatively, they can be output to the terminal by the subroutine PRINT RESULTS (see Sec. 6.5).
With the physical spectrum computed, the indirect constraints can be checked by calling the subroutine CALCINDIR. This returns a series of flags which, if set to 1, indicate that the model point satisfies the corresponding indirect constraint. The flags are: BSMMOK (B 0 s → µ + µ − ), SPAROK (oblique S parameter), BSGAMLOOSEOK ("loose" constraint on b → sγ), and BSGAMTIGHTOK ("tight" constraint on b → sγ). These can be accessed directly by including the common block COMMON/INDIR/RBSMM,SPARAM,BSMMOK,SPAROK,BSGAMLOOSEOK,BSGAMTIGHTOK.
They are also output to the terminal by the subroutine PRINT RESULTS (see Sec. 6.5). The double precision variables RBSMM and SPARAM in this common block contain the ratio of BR(B 0 s → µ + µ − ) to its SM value and the value of the S parameter for this model point, respectively.
Computing couplings and decays
Once CALCPHYS has been called, we are ready to compute Higgs couplings and/or decay branching ratios. There are three subroutines that can be called independently of each other:
• HLCOUPS computes the kappa factors κ h i (i.e., the couplings normalized to their SM values) of h. These are output to the terminal in a tidy form by PRINT HCOUPS, but can also be accessed through the common block COMMON/KAPPASL/KVL,KFL,KGAML,KZGAML,DKGAML,DKZGAML.
• HHCOUPS does the same but for H. These are output to the terminal by PRINT HCOUPS, but can also be accessed through the common block COMMON/KAPPASH/KVH,KFH,KGAMH,KZGAMH,DKGAMH,DKZGAMH.
• CALCDECAYS performs the full set of partial width calculations (see Sec. 5) for all the scalar particles in the model, as well as for the top quark, which can decay to H + 3 b if kinematically allowed. The resulting branching ratios and total widths are output to the terminal in a tidy form by PRINT DECAYS, but can also be accessed through the series of common blocks for each particle as follows: COMMON/H3PBRS/H3PBRBC, H3PBRTA, H3PBRMU, H3PBRSU, H3PBRCS, H3PBRTB, H3PBRBU 
Outputs
There are three subroutines dedicated to printing results to the terminal:
• PRINT RESULTS prints the Lagrangian parameters, the flags indicating theoretical consistency and consistency with indirect experimental constraints, and the physical masses, vevs, and custodialsinglet mixing angle. These must have been previously computed by calls to LOAD INPUTS, THYCHECK, CALCPHYS and CALCINDIR (in that order).
• PRINT HCOUPS prints the kappa factors for h and H. These must have been previously computed by calls to the subroutines HLCOUPS and HHCOUPS.
• PRINT DECAYS prints out the decay branching ratios and total widths of all the scalars in the model, as well as those of the top quark. These must have been previously computed by a call to the subroutine CALCDECAYS.
Parameter scans
To perform scans over the model parameters in an efficient way, the following strategy can be adopted. Setting m h equal to the observed Higgs boson mass ∼ 125 GeV and setting µ 2 2 using G F , the seven free parameters are (INPUTSET = 2) µ
The dimensionful parameters µ 2 3 , M 1 , and M 2 are constrained by the requirement that there be an acceptable electroweak symmetry breaking vacuum. We find that the following ranges capture all allowed parameter points: 
Note that M 1 can be chosen positive with no loss of generality, so that 0 ≤ M 1 . M 2 takes either sign.
There is no upper bound on µ 2 3 ; the limit µ 2 3 ≫ v 2 is the decoupling limit, in which the masses-squared of the predominantly-triplet states approach µ 2 3 .
Standard Model inputs
The Standard Model input parameters are initialized by the subroutine INITIALIZE SM, which must be called before anything else. The parameter values are hard-coded in /src/gminit.f. The SM Higgs vev is computed as v = ( √ 2G F ) −1/2 and M W is computed using the tree-level relationship from G F , M Z , and α EM .
